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- plug-in for Photoshop Elements/Adobe Photoshop CS3. It is free - compatible with older versions of Photoshop, but requires version 10.0 or later - an
easy way of producing black-and-white photographs - possible added effects: - beveled edge - drop shadow - glow - gooey matte - Hue/Saturation
adjustment - vignette - wave - wiggly halo - license information Installation Notes: 1. Unpack the archive to a temporary directory 2. Move the "plugins"
directory you just unzipped to your main "Adobe Photoshop CS3" folder 3. Start "Adobe Photoshop CS3" 4. Go to "Plug-ins > Environments > Cybia
Fotomatic" 5. Click on "Load Plug-in" and select "D:\cybia_photofilter\techni-X.plugin" from the directory where you unzipped the archive 6. Finally,
click on "Add Filter" 7. It may take some time before the plug-in loads into Photoshop. Description Techni-X is an Adobe Photoshop plugin that can create
high contrast black and white effects. Techni-X bleaches out most of the mid-tone greys, leaving crisp dark blacks and bright clean whites. It will produce
clear B&W images with limited tones, which are suitable for cheap reproduction via the office photocopier or when published in newsprint, as these
methods normally loose image definition when trying to reproduce standard colour photographs. Although mainly designed for this "technical" purpose,
you can also have fun by adding strong colour-casts within the plug-in! This is just one of the photography-related filters from the "Fotomatic" series by
Cybia, so be sure to check out the others that are available. Techni-X Filter Description: - plug-in for Photoshop Elements/Adobe Photoshop CS3. It is free
- compatible with older versions of Photoshop, but requires version 10.0 or later - an easy way of producing black-and-white photographs - possible added
effects: - beveled edge - drop shadow - glow - gooey matte - Hue/Saturation adjustment - vignette - wave - wiggly halo

Techni-X Filter [Win/Mac] (Latest)

- High Contrast - B&W image only - Sliding Control - Brightness, Contrast, Saturation, Hue. - High and Low Brightness - Adjustable, left to your taste. -
Sharpness - Adjustable, left to your taste. - Selective Bleaching - Use of the filter depends on the image. - Colorizing - Apply this and you can have some
fun. - Lighten Up - Correct image over whole screen. - Extend Borders - Show lost edges. - Sharpen - Just that! - Clear Skin - Make your skin smooth. -
Soft Skin - Make your skin soft. - Extra Fine Skin - Make your skin extra smooth. - Extra Fine Skin Transparent - Make your skin transparent. - Popcorn
Skin - Make your skin light and transparent. - Red Skin - Make your skin red. - Aging - Get your skin looking worn out. - All Natural - Make your skin all
natural. - Gloomy Skin - Make your skin grey. - Blurry Skin - Make your skin blurred. - Whispered Skin - Make your skin soft and blurred. - Funky Skin -
Make your skin an unexpected colour. - Mocha Skin - Make your skin brown. - Honey Skin - Make your skin light yellow. - Orange Skin - Make your skin
dark and orange. - Red Skin Transparent - Make your skin transparent and red. - Translucent Skin - Make your skin translucent and white. - Stuck to the
Screen - Be careful with this one, that's not what you want! This package includes Full Effect, High Contrast (16,500 K) and Smooth Contrast (15,000 K)
versions of the Deep Contrast plugin, and High Contrast (16,500 K) version of the Smoothing Contrast plugin. Deep Contrast converts from a standard
8-bit image to a 16-bit one, at full contrast, with a linear histogram. You can crop, rotate, flip, and scale your image. You can also tilt the image, and work
on a large (8192x8192 pixels) canvas. Deep Contrast is designed to produce extreme B&W effects, which are excellent for technical purposes. The Deep
Contrast can also be used to create photo-realistic B&W images, but this is more challenging. Smoothing Contrast is a smoothing filter that warps the color
channel into a 09e8f5149f
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- Flash Tone - A simple bright light and dark light filter. - Desaturate - Opens up the colour tones and lowers the saturation to produce a more subtle effect.
- Monochromatic - This is the 'neutral' filter, which creates a'standard' black & white effect. No desaturation occurs, the saturation is lowered and the
contrast is increased to make the image more 'noisy'. - Sepia - A standard, old-fashioned sepia tone filter. - Panorama - This filter has a tri-linear filter that
lets you adjust the alignment and colours of the image. - Tonal Contrast - A filter that changes the contrast of the image. - Crayon - This filter has a tri-
linear filter that lets you adjust the alignment and colours of the image. - Scribble - This filter has a tri-linear filter that lets you adjust the alignment and
colours of the image. - Sortie - This filter has a tri-linear filter that lets you adjust the alignment and colours of the image. - Black 'n' White - A filter that
can be used to make black & white images from grey-scale images, or for making standard black & white prints from colour film. - Bleach - A filter that
bleaches out most of the mid-tone greys, leaving crisp dark blacks and bright clean whites. - Bleach Exact - A filter that bleaches out all the mid-tones,
leaving crisp dark blacks and bright clean whites. - Bleach Overexact - A filter that bleaches out all the mid-tones, leaving only crisp dark blacks and bright
clean whites. - Bleach - A filter that bleaches out all the mid-tones, leaving only crisp dark blacks and bright clean whites. - Bleach Overexact - A filter that
bleaches out all the mid-tones, leaving only crisp dark blacks and bright clean whites. - Bleach - A filter that bleaches out all the mid-tones, leaving only
crisp dark blacks and bright clean whites. - Bleach Exact - A filter that bleaches out all the mid-tones, leaving only crisp dark blacks and bright clean
whites. - Bleach - A filter that bleaches out all the mid-tones, leaving only crisp dark blacks and bright clean whites. - Bleach Exact - A filter that bleaches
out all the mid-tones, leaving only crisp dark blacks and bright clean whites. - Bleach - A filter

What's New in the Techni-X Filter?

* A good, sharp, well exposed, B&W photograph can only come from a good colour photograph. You need to convert those rich, warm, flesh tones back to
black and white or they will bleed across the grey scale in the process of the conversion. And it won't be pretty. * Removing a reasonable amount of the
mid-tone greys in the original image will help the images exported from Photoshop to have a better minimum (printing) density. * The original image will
look very flat - the many mid-tones will have been removed. * Careful positioning of the tonal area under the curves - before, during, after and during the
conversion is important to get best results. * Noise will often appear in the dark areas of the image - but this can be controlled by the user. * The B&W
image is produced in 8 colors - a neutral color "All" that will be used to assess the image for tonal quality. * A gray "Mid" color "Grays" used to make
adjustments to the tonal distribution. The lighter the areas, the more the colors have been removed. * A color "Highlights" "Hightlights" the brightest areas
of the image to restore those colors. A very light Highlight "Peaks" will make the image very sharp. And if you want to bring more colors back, go a little
bit heavier with the Highlight tone. * A perfect B&W image is one where the darkest blacks and the brightest whites are one on top of the other. To get this
high contrast, the original image must be prepared very carefully. You can use the "Prepare Curves" function to fine tune the black and white image. This
Photoshop tutorial shows you how to make a poster size abstract painting from an image. Learn how to manipulate digital images and create stunning
pieces of art and illustration. In this tutorial, I'll show you how to create a cool abstract painting from the picture we found of a waterfall. First of all, we are
going to load the picture into Photoshop. Then we are going to create a new, grayscale document and make a layer for our drawing. Then we are going to
add some shapes and morph them together, using the Lasso tool, to create a cool abstract design. Finally, we are going to apply this abstract design to a
Photoshop paper background, layer on some grunge textures and shading,
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System Requirements For Techni-X Filter:

Manticore and MVS Game Server *** Windows 2000/Windows XP (64-bit) *** Windows 2000 Windows XP 64-bit Windows XP Service Pack 3
DirectX 9 MVS (For the publisher's servers) MVS Download *** Windows Vista/Windows 7 (64-bit) *** Windows Vista 64-bit Windows 7 64-bit
Windows 7 Service Pack 1 Manticore Download Manticore
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